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With majority of the new-age stocks still incurring losses, the traditional valuation 

comparisons such as earnings and EBITDA multiple aren’t possible and sales multiple has 

become the preferred multiple for investors wanting to compare valuations across these 

companies. While it can certainly serve as a decent proxy, it is important to note the 

characteristics of revenue for each individual company prior to using revenue multiple based 

comparisons as these companies belong to different industry verticals and have significantly 

different revenue recognition approaches. We suggest due consideration to be given to 

revenue chararcteristics – competitive moats, network effects, gross margin profile, growth 

rate, capex/WC requirements and recurring nature of business.  Whereas these revenue 

characteristics will help understand why certain companies should trade at higher multiples 

compared to others, we also postulate that gross profit multiples can be used for comparing 

the new-age companies as it is a simple way to remove the impact of differing revenue 

recognition approaches. Furthermore, marginal incremental profitability should be actively 

tracked to understand the bottomline impact of revenue growth. In summary, companies 

that can grow predictably in a sustainable fashion with strong marginal incremental 

profitability are the ones that should always be trading at premium revenue multiples. 

 Competitive moats enhance continued sustainability of revenue: While a competitive 

moat can be formed in multiple ways – business model, scale, technology/product, it is a 

critical characteristic to separate the best from the rest. If a company operates with high 

margins and high growth rate but has low barriers to entry, it will see competitors 

entering and chipping away market share with pricing competition causing margin 

erosion as well. From a DCF perspective, strong competitive moats also imply that the 

investors can comfortably discount cashflows for a longer duration. Among the Indian 

start-up landscape, we see companies trying to build scale moats by rapidly ramping up 

penetration and distribution as a large incumbent can prevent growth investors from 

funding a smaller competitor. Additionally, these companies also continue to improve 

their domain authority for search engine optimisation (SEO) that enables them to 

generate higher organic traffic resulting in lower customer acquisition costs, hence 

becoming a competitive moat against new entrants.  

 Network effects can create a self-fulfilling virtuous loop: Network effects tend to be 

inherently positive wherein the value or utility that a user derives from a platform gets 

amplified as more users use it. This creates a virtuous loop that inevitably strengthens the 

platform with more users getting on-boarded and tipping the scale further in the favour 

of market leader. The rise of social media platforms such as Facebook and TikTok is a 

great example of network effects. Most new age companies are using the data generated 

by their user base to make their platform further beneficial to engage this user base while 

on-boarding more users. Additionally, this incremental data analysis also enables these 

companies to pitch their capabilities to the stakeholder / vendors. However, it is 

immensely vital to differentiate network effects from economies of scale - network effects 

form a virtuous loop with each node driving growth of other nodes while economies of 

scale create only linear benefits. 

 Gross margins are the simplest indicator of quality of revenue: Other than capital gain, 

free cashflow (via dividend or retained earnings) is the primary source of investment 

returns for equity holders. All things equal, a company that is burdened with huge direct 

costs is lesser likely to be able to generate significant cashflows to compensate for the 

fixed operating costs and be able to invest in future growth. This is also reflected in how, 

if all else is equal, software or advertising companies tend to trade dearer in comparison 

to retailers on a revenue-multiple basis. Furthermore, evaluating companies on gross 

margin also takes away the impact of GMV/revenue growth coming at the cost of poor 

commissions / buy-sell margins. While Nykaa trades at ~60% premium compared to 

Zomato on revenue multiple basis, the variance is much steeper on gross profit multiple 

basis at 200%+. 
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 High growth implies cheaper growth-adjusted multiples: There has always been strong 

correlation between growth rate and valuation multiples as a faster growing company 

with operating leverage is capable of amplifying cashflows quickly. A faster growing 

company also implies that the company operates in an industry with large addressable 

market and significant penetration opportunity. While the revenue multiple can appear 

steep on trailing basis, it will look relatively benign when looked on a 2-yr forward basis. 

However, it is important to note that “operating leverage” is the key word here as 

companies where higher growth does not translate into higher cashflows can create a 

misleading opportunity on topline basis. With respect to the new age companies that 

continue to deliver strong growth rates, we advocate understanding the drivers of 

operating leverage as topline improves year over year. 

 Strong correlation seen between revenue multiple and Exhibit 1.
growth rate 

 
Source: Company, JM Financial, Bloomberg. Bubble size represents gross margin (%). 

 Nykaa revenue multiple on 2-yr forward basis looks Exhibit 2.
reasonable in comparison to traditional peers 

 
Source: Bloomberg.  *FMCG Average includes HUL, GCPL. MRCO. 

 

 Customer switching costs create lock-in and higher lifetime value: In the present digital 

era, customer acquisition cost (CAC) continues to be one of the largest cost-item for 

market share chasing companies. If the customers can keep on switching in and out of a 

platform or churn out completely, the companies need to incur this cost repeatedly to 

drive growth. Certain companies such as Apple truly stand out as they have created a 

technical lock-in for the customers by creating an ecosystem that the customer doesn’t 

want to venture out of and rather wants to venture deeper into the ecosystem by using 

more services. For companies where services aren’t differentiated enough and these 

switching costs don’t exist, margins will always be restricted with the customer opting for 

the lowest cost provider. Most loyalty programs are, in fact, an attempt by the companies 

to create this switching cost for the customers. Doordash launched Dashpass recently and 

that has helped it generate higher growth as well as contribution profit per user.   

 Example of how Doordash’s DashPass subscription Exhibit 3.
programme is not only helping it cross-sell non-food services … 

 
Source: Doordash 

 …. but also driving volume growth and contribution profit Exhibit 4.
per active consumer 

 
Source: Doordash 
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 Marginal Incremental Profitability demarcates path to breakeven: Companies with lower 

operating expenses that increase their margins as they scale are highly attractive and 

deserving of higher multiples as future periods will see cumulate effect of growth and 

increased profitability. In the current scenario among listed new age stocks that are still 

loss making, understanding marginal incremental profitability can help understand the 

scale and time needed for the breakeven event. This can be done by comparing growth in 

revenue vs growth in costs during the historical periods. In manpower-intensive 

businesses such as consulting, this is the reason for poorer trading multiples despite 

having strong recurring revenues as incremental growth comes at the cost of a 

simultaneous rise in operating costs. For companies with a consistent negative marginal 

incremental profitability, growth isn’t necessarily a sign of higher prosperity. 

 All three of Nykaa, Policybazaar and Zomato have seen strong marginal profitability Exhibit 5.
over FY20-22 period (in INR mn) 

 
Source: Company, JM Financial 
 

 Low partner dependencies enhance strength of business: Recent impact to advertising-led 

businesses including Facebook from Apple’s privacy policy changes guide us to realise 

that heavy dependence on another partner for generating business can be a headwind 

and could cause multiple dilution as things can change significantly because a vendor 

tweaked its policies. We have obviously seen this debate emerge for PB Fintech when 

HDFC Ergo decided to delist from the platform but the diversified insurer base of 

Policybazaar ensured that the company continued to deliver growth.  

 Impact of Google and Apple’s policy changes on Ad-tech and Facebook Exhibit 6.
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 FCF-EBITDA Conversion needs to be high for cashflows: FCF-EBITDA conversion simply 

allows us to understand the Capex and Working Capital intensity of a business. DCF 

framework suggests that cash is king, implying that if incremental growth gets stuck in 

larger capex investments or if it doesn’t convert into cash due to ballooning receivables, 

such companies should not be worthy of premium multiples compared to companies with 

high asset turnover ratios or low to negative working capital days. This is also a reason 

why companies with prepaid subscription based revenue model trade at a premium 

compared to companies that need to provide long credit period to its vendors or need to 

invest in huge inventory base. Similarly, asset-light business models such as SaaS/software 

companies also tend to trade at higher revenue multiples in comparison to industrials or 

infrastructure companies.     

 Recurring revenue enables predictability for forecasting: There is a strong correlation 

between revenue multiple and subscription-based revenue. A number of software 

companies such as Microsoft and Adobe have switched from charging one-time upfront 

payments to annual/monthly subscription based arrangements. While it helps the 

customers in lowering their one-time payment and makes the product more affordable, it 

also provides the companies a consistent hook to engage and gain visibility over 

customers and their evolving requirements. Unlike one-time revenue generation, 

subscription revenue is more attractive for investors as it enables predictability, implying 

lower discounting rates for financial modelling.  

 Companies with high recurring revenue trade at higher multiples Exhibit 7.

 

Source: Bloomberg 
 

 Optionality for sustained growth: Over the past 2-5 years, we have seen several Indian 

start-ups venture into newer geographies in Southeast Asia and Middle-eastern countries 

as well as launching newer verticals with Nykaa foraying into Fashion and Swiggy 

launching quick commerce. We postulate that companies that have a business model 

where core strengths can be cross-leveraged to launch new geographies or new verticals 

should also be trading at premium multiples. 

 

Conclusion 

We conclude that revenue multiples serve as a good proxy but should be used judiciously as 

quality of revenue needs to be understood in order to compare multiples across new age 

stocks that operate in different industry verticals and have varying revenue recognition 

approaches. Our proprietary analysis suggests companies that have 1) high growth, 2) high 

margin, 3) marginal incremental profitability and, 4) customer/stakeholder loyalty should be 

deserving of premium revenue multiples.  
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 While Salesforce, Apple and Alphabet’s higher Forward Sales multiple can be attributed to growth and competitive moats, Exhibit 8.
companies such as Ford, FedEx and Walmart trade at significantly lower multiples due to lower margins and low predictability 

 
Source: CapitalIQ 
 

 Revenue multiples in Exhibit 8 also correlate well to growth and margin metrics Exhibit 9.

Company 5-Yr Rev. CAGR Gross Margin EBITDA Margin FCF-EBITDA Ratio 

Salesforce 25.7% 78.3% 31.1% 64.0% 

Apple 11.1% 41.8% 32.9% 77.3% 

Alphabet 23.3% 56.9% 35.4% 73.5% 

Pfizer 9.0% 62.3% 48.4% 76.0% 

Amazon 28.1% 42.0% 15.3% -20.4% 

Ford Motor -2.1% 12.1% 11.9% 58.9% 

FedEx 10.8% 21.4% 11.9% 42.6% 

Walmart 3.3% 25.1% 6.4% 30.2% 

Source: Bloomberg 
 

 India Internet Companies Scorecard for Quality of Revenue Exhibit 10.

 

Source: JM Financial. Note: * represents strength of the company in a particular category with ***** being the best and *being the worst.  
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